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FHLB’s: lender of second-to-last resort

▪The distortions created by the Federal Home Loan Bank’s (FHLB’s) subsidized lending to failing institutions 

are not to be underestimated

▪FHLB’s lending to its members in recent years crucially undermines:

• Federal reserve system in its lender of last resort function
• Discount window is not supposed to be a permanent support for unsound banks (e.g., loans to troubled banks limited to ≤ 60 days in any 120 

day period, unless authorized by FDIC & institution’s primary regulator)

• Bank supervision & deposit insurance (e.g., deposit insurance limits, risk-based deposit insurance premia)

▪Fully agree with Steve’s guiding principles for lender of last resort function and proposed reforms for FHLB (which 

take the political economy into account)

▪This is very important! (stylized facts in next 2 slides)



FHLB Advances to FHLB Members dwarf Federal Reserve Lending to Banks



This was not always the case!

■FHLB lending increased markedly since the mid-1990s as a result of membership mobilization and the demise 

of thrift institutions (Frame, 2016; White & Frame, 2023)

• Frame (2016): “Today, despite its name, size, and principal activities, the FHLB System actually provides little targeted support to 
the housing sector. Instead, recent research highlights the role of the FHLB System as a provider of subsidized general liquidity to 
its members, including the very largest commercial banking organizations.”

https://ideas.repec.org/p/fip/fedawp/2016-02.html


Options for reforming deposit Insurance

▪A. Maintain limited coverage well below 100%

(per person, not per bank; FDIC deposit registry)

▪B. Targeted increase of coverage for SMEs

(allow firms to meet payroll and other essential expenses)

▪C. 100% deposit coverage

(increases burden on regulators and supervisors, as well as cost to public)

▪D. Pawnbroker of all seasons (PFAS)

(substitutes for deposit insurance by broadening LOLR practices)
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Yes, registry a clear plus (overdue 

in the era of big data & AI)

Maybe, under certain conditions 

No! (& I would add moral hazard 

to Steve’s mix)

Probably (best) not



Option B: targeted increase of coverage for SMEs

▪Sympathetic to the principle of having a financial architecture that provides a safe space for SMEs to perform 

payroll activities and day-to-day operations (transaction accounts)

• Not sympathetic to creating a space for SMEs to “park” large cash balances without any consideration to the 

fundamentals of the banks they go to. It will not end well.

▪Yes, under strict conditions:
• FDIC registry, closing possibilities for gaming the system with brokering

• Strict eligibility criteria for SMEs, calibrate coverage threshold based on firm-specific data. Need better data!

• Increase DIF size

• Increase risk-sensitivity of DI premia (idiosyncratic & systematic)

▪Still, if history is any predictor of the future, the risk of gaming and increased moral hazard is real and should 

not be underestimated. So, I remain skeptical with Option B.



Option D: Pawnbroker of all seasons (PFAS)

▪Substitutes for deposit insurance by broadening role LOLR practices, where LOLR guarantees the 

liquidity of short-term liabilities at all times

▪ Probably not a good idea!

• Likely to only exacerbate external (political) pressures on central banks

• These pressures are real: 
• Financial (in)dependence (Goncharov, Ioannidou, Schmalz, 2023)

• Personal (in)dependence (Ioannidou, Kokas, Lambert, Michaelides, 2023; Summary on Vox)

• Tension between financial stability & monetary stability is real

• Lines between illiquid vs. insolvent institutions often blur in practice

• Time-inconsistency maybe a bigger problem when you are the one to be blamed
• Applies both for monetary policy & financial stability mandates

• No “Chinese walls” between the two mandates (Ioannidou, 2005, Table 4; Peek, Rosengren, Tootell, 1999)

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jofi.13257
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4262695
https://cepr.org/voxeu/columns/governor-appointments-and-central-bank-independence
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1042957304000269
https://academic.oup.com/qje/article-abstract/114/2/629/1844242?login=false


In an era of growing (global) populism these dangers are real

• See an FT article from this morning (Nov 17, 2023) with clear warnings



What was different in March 2023?

▪ The March 2023 turmoil and the failure of a handful of mid-size banks have wiped out DIF 

▪ Why? Unusually, high volumes of uninsured deposits & rapid growth (i.e., out of steady-state)

▪ This is not due to a sudden increase in SMEs’ payroll and operational expenses. Regardless of whether it is 

due to QE or structural changes in the economy, the answer is not: “lets insure it all” to stop runs 

Source: Vuillemey (2023)
Source: Cecchetti et al. (2023)

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4413287


What have we learned from March 2023?

▪ Investors “see through” accounting and respond to real-time changes in market values → regulatory 

capital & liquidity metrics should reflect this (better)

▪While there may not be much of an appetite to revise capital requirements, it is important not to 

underestimate how capital may endogenously increase if we reduce exogenous “distortions”

▪ E.g., tax advantage of debt (Schepens, 2016), FHLB, implicit guarantees

▪ Similar for liquidity (see, e.g.,  Carletti, De Marco, Ioannidou, and Sette, 2022)

▪Still, there is clear role for regulation (private ≠ social) 

▪Need better data on deposits (i.e., deposit registry)
▪Both for proper policy evaluations & bank risk-management purposes

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0304405X16000209


Thank you!
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